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Tour Lines Teamwork : 

Service Profile : 
TOUR LINES can offer the best service in providing information for 
travelling design i.e. air tickets, hotel reservation, special interest 
tours and even more sophisticated programs with activities to meet 
with clients happiness and satisfaction. 



Travel market in Thailand to Norway 

           1. Why the interest is growing? 
 Number of Thai outbound travelers has 

gradually increased during  the past five years. 
 
1.  In the last year 2015, outbound Thai 

travelers reached over 5 millions  with an 
increased of 27% when compared with 2014 

2.  UK and Germany are the most popular 
European destinations while  Scandinavia 
is ranked as the third tourist destination 
Thai people  visit Europe. 



 2. How can tour agent in Norway make themselves 
interest for Thai tourist? 
          a. Arrange fascinating workshop about winter in 
Norway among  

          tour agents in Thailand. 
          b. Invite the tour agents in Thailand to visit Norway 
in winter. 
          c. Invite Thai media to visit north Norway in winter. 
  3. What are the challenges in working with 

Norwegian agent?  
     Hotel/tour agent/ land operator any problem? 
    Not only working closely with hotel /tour agents/
land operator, 
    But also with the airlines and Norwegian tourism 
and Thai travel agents. 
    By providing the updated information to them.  



                4. What are the opportunities for Thai 
market?  
                    Winter activities that Thai tourists love to 
see and try? 
                     
Now the Thai tourists travel a lot and find the new 
destinations and activities not only in Asia but also in 
all over the world. 
                     
The young generation would like to see the northern 
lights in Scandinavia, Iceland and Finland and try 
some winter activities i.e. snowmobile, Dog sledge, 
Reindeer sledge, Ice fishing etc. which are not 
available in Thailand. 



      Type of Thai tourist  
     (Show characteristic of Thai tourists from STB 
presentation) 
       a.  Travel in a group with tour leader / FITs , Ages 
20-75 
       b.  Income: Higher or middle income,  
       c.  Length : 7 days 5 nights / 9 days 7 nights/ 11 
days 9 nights (Grand Scandinavia) 
       d.  Destinations: 2-3 countries per trip, including 
Finland or Iceland & Europe       
       e.  Attractions: Norway : Oslo/ Bergen/ Fjords/
North Cape 
 
Sweden : Stockholm/ Ice hotel in Kiruna 
Finland : Helsinki and Santa Village in Rovaniemi 
Iceland : Reykjavik, Jokulsalon, Blue Lagoon 
 f.  Expenditures: Food/accommodation/shopping/ excursions/activities 



            5. What do Thai tourists want to see in winter?   
               Suggest on what activities that can attract Thai 
tourists (North Cape in Winter) 
               Snowmobile/Reindeer/Dog sledge/ice fishing / 
Salmon farm with fish tasting, 
               Aurora Hunting becomes more and more popular in 
the Thai market. 
               Some of them already visit northern Finland and 
Iceland for Aurora Hunting trip. 

6. What kind of product Thai Tourist want to see? 
    Convenience travelling, good services, nice and 
clean hotel, good seafood.  
    During winter, they ‘d like to try winter activities 
including Northern Lights. 



7. There are some special interest and special 
incentives in winter 
    For the senior Thai tourist, they like Slow life 
activities, good local food  
    and beverage or photo shooting 
opportunities.  But the young generation  
    they like to try new active activities, Ice hotel 
or photo shooting opportunities. 
    Now there are some special incentives 
groups to visit new destinations and      
    activities. 



MY RECOMMENDATIONS  
In general, the tour agents in Norway should have the 
best cooperation and support to the outbound tour 
agents in Thailand by coordinating with the airlines, 
tourist board, Media and supplier to make the new 
destinations in Norway to be more and more popular in 
the Thai market.  For example, to make the “Fam Trip” 
to the potential tour agents and travel media from 
Thailand. The very good example  
is the winter destinations in Finland. At the beginning, 
the winter in Finland has not known in the Thai market. 
But the cooperation between the tour agents from 
Finland and Thailand worked together with Media and 
Finnair. After 4 years,  
when the Thai tourist knew about the new destinations 
and the winter activities,   
in north Finland becomes more and more popular in the 
Thai market. 


